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Abstract 

This paper reports a NegQP (Lee 2011) structure for negative 
wh-quantifiers (Neg-whQ) in Cantonese, in the combination of a negator 
mou and a wh-phrase (any DP for other non-existential quantifiers) where 
the former precedes the later, and discusses the unique overt quantifier 
raising phenomenon with such kind of strong quantifiers (Diesing 1992) at 
the syntax-semantics interface. The overt quantifier raising is claimed to be 
triggered by the uninterpretable features [quant] (Chomsky 1995) and [neg] 
to account for the sole SOV order of constructions with strong quantifiers in 
Cantonese. The overt quantifier raising accounts for the dual interpretations 
of constructions with a neg-whQ, having the non-existential interpretation 
as well as the possible presupposed existential or sentential negation 
interpretation.  

1. Introduction 

Among the many languages having overt quantifier raising (QR), such 
as Hungarian, French and Icelandic etc., Cantonese negative wh-quantifiers 
(Neg-whQ) appear to be one of the kind. Neg-whQ, the negative 
wh-quantifier, refers to any non-existential quantifiers in the combination of 
the negator mou and any ordinary wh-phrases, for example mou-bingo 
‘nobody’, mou-matje ‘nothing’ and mou-bindou ‘nowhere’. NegQP 
proposed in my previous paper (Lee 2011), which has the negator mou at its 
spec position, an invisible quantifier operator Ø as its head and any 
wh-phrase (any NP for other non-existential quantifiers) as its complement, 
is unique in Cantonese. Apart from the same syntactic properties that 
Cantonese and Mandarin Chinese share in general, object neg-whQs 
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undergo obligatory and overt QR in the former whereas neg-whQs can only 
appear as subject in the latter. This paper looks at Cantonese neg-whQ at a 
syntax-semantic interface and follows Chomsky’s (1995, 2000, 2001) 
approaches that quantifiers raise to satisfy uninterpretable features in order 
to receive the correct interpretation. By proposing the NegQP, I aim to 
provide a unified account for all movements related to negative quantifiers 
and even strong quantifiers in Cantonese. I include data to support the idea 
that the [quant] and [neg] features inherited from the head and spec 
positions of NegQP trigger movements of the object neg-whQ into [spec, vP] 
and [spec, NegP] positions. The overt quantifier raising of NegQP allows 
for the two possible interpretations from the neg-whQ itself, which are the 
original non-existential/ sentential negation interpretation and an additional 
(presupposed) existential interpretation. In section 2, I define neg-whQ and 
present my original data with overt quantifier raising phenomenon in 
Cantonese. Section 3 reports my proposal of NegQP and the two possible 
overt movements derived from it, which are the neg-whQ raising (QR) and 
the neg-raising. The neg-whQ raising represents the movement of 
neg-whQs from base object positions as one constituent, while the 
neg-raising represents the movement of only the negative morpheme out of 
the NegQP leaving the wh-phrase in situ. In section 4, I present empirical 
evidence (from other languages) and data on Cantonese to support my claim 
and section 5 explains how NegQP accounts for the data on NPI licensing 
and WCO cancelling. Last but not least, section 6 concludes on the account 
of overt QR of neg-whQ in Cantonese at the syntax-semantic interface. 

2. Neg-whQ and the Overt Quantifier Raising Phenomenon 
in Cantonese 

The morphology of Cantonese Neg-whQ is the composition of a 
negative morpheme mou with any wh-phrase. In general, mou-bingo 
(no-who), mou-matje (no-what) and mou-bindou (no-where) are the 
common neg-whQs. They can appear either as the subject as in (1) or the 
object as in (2). Strictly speaking, they are not totally equivalent to the 
English non-existential ‘nobody’, ‘nothing’ and ‘nowhere’ in semantics. 
Neg-whQ constructions give not only a non-existential interpretation or 
sentential negation interpretation as in (2a), but also a presupposed 
existential interpretation as in (2b).  

 
(1) Mou-bingo zungji ngo (jaa). 
  NO-WHO   LIKE  ME PLC 
 ‘Nobody likes me. ’ / ‘Not anyone (someone) likes me.’ 
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(2) Ngo mou-matje sik-guo (wo).   
  I   NO-WHAT  EAT-PVF PLC 
 a. ‘I ate nothing.’ / ‘I didn’t eat anything (something).’ 
 b. ‘I ate only a few things.’ 
 

In certain contexts (with different tones of the sentence final particle), (1) 
can be possibly interpreted as “Not many like me” or “Only a few like me” 
and (2) can possibly be interpreted as “I didn’t eat a lot” or “I ate only a few”. 
In contrast with its most equivalent English counterparts, the 
non-existential quantifier  in (3) does not seem to give a distinct 
interpretation from the negator and N(egative)P(olarity)I(tem) 1 
combination in (4), and also neither of them give existential interpretation.  

 
(3) Nobody likes me. 

 
(4) I don’t like anybody. 

 
Neg-whQs are unique among other (strong) non-existential quantifiers, 

as they give the exceptional existential or sentential negation interpretation. 
As illustrated in (5)-(6), the ordinary non-existential quantifiers (e.g. 
moujan ‘nobody’ and mouje ‘nothing’) in the combination of the negative 
morpheme mou and an ordinary NP give only the non-existential 
interpretation.  

 
(5) Moujan zungji ngo. 
 NOBODY LIKE  ME 
 ‘Nobody likes me.’ 
 
(6) Ngo mouje sik-guo. 
  I  NOTHING EAT-PFV 
 ‘I ate nothing.’ 

 
The SVO word order is the canonical structure for Cantonese. Even so, 

noun phrases are likely to be dislocated resulting in OSV structure where 
the object is topicalized and VOS where the subject is right dislocated (look 
at Cheng’s2 work for more details on dislocation constructions). However, 
the unique SOV structure is only observed with strong (object) quantifiers 
while it is prohibited with any other ordinary NPs as in (7). Mou-bingo in (8) 
must precede the verb whereas (9), where it appears in-situ, is 
ungrammatical.  
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(7) *Ngo nei zungji. 
 I YOU  LIKE 
 ‘I like you.’ 
  
(8) Ngo mou-bingo zungji (jie). 
  I   NO-WHO   LIKE  PLC 
 a. ‘I like nobody.”/ “I don’t like anyone.’ 
 b. ‘I only like a few people.’ 
 
(9) *Ngo zungji mou-bingo. 
 I    LIKE  NO-WHO 
 ‘I like nobody.’ 

 
Cantonese is a dialect of Chinese sharing similarities with Mandarin 

Chinese (MC) in their grammar. Their wh-phrases can be licensed as 
indefinites as widely stated in the literature3 and they both observe the 
unique SOV structure. On a par with MC, wh-phrases in Cantonese do not 
inherit internal quantificational force but need triggers. They not only can 
be interrogative words but also can be licensed as negative polarity items 
(e.g. in negated context, in conditional clause, etc.) and universal quantifiers. 
The observed overt QR to object quantifiers is only restricted to strong 
quantifiers, therefore suoyou dungxi ‘everything’ and the wh-phrase 
shenme ‘what’ in Mandarin Chinese in (10) and sojau-je ‘everything’ and 
the wh-phrase matje ‘what’ in Cantonese in (11) are licensed to be strong 
quantifiers with ‘dou-quantification’ 4  and must appear in preverbal 
positions.   

 
(10) Mary suoyou dungxi / shenme dou xihuang chi.  
 MARY  ALL   THING /  WHAT        ALSO LIKE      EAT 
 ‘Mary likes to eat everything.’ 
 
(11) Mary sojau-je / matje dou soeng maai. 
 MARY ALL THING / WHAT ALSO WANT BUY 
 ‘Mary wants to buy everything.’ 
 

Regardless of the identical grammar the two languages have, there is no 
identical neg-whQ in MC. Meiyou-shei ‘nobody’ can appear in the subject 
position as in (12). However, as the object, it does not appear to undergo 
such overt quantifier raising and renders ungrammaticality in (13). In order 
to get the non-existential interpretation, the only option is to have the 
wh-phrase in-situ and licensed as NPI as in (14). These examples suggest 
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that the combination of a negative morpheme and a wh-phrase does not 
form one constituent in the same way as it does in Cantonese. The neg-whQ 
as an object in Cantonese, where the negator mou immediately precedes the 
wh-phrase and undergoes overt QR to a preverbal position, is therefore 
unique in Cantonese.  

 
(12) Meiyou-shei xihuan ni. 
    NO-WHO        LIKE YOU 
 ‘Nobody likes you.’ 
 
(13) *Wo meiyou-shei xihuan. 
   I     NO-WHO  LIKE 
 ‘I like nobody.’ 
 
(14) Wo meiyou xihuan shei. 
  I    NO   LIKE  WHO 
 ‘I don’t like anybody.’ / ‘I like nobody.’ 

3. The Proposal 

I follow my previous proposal of an NegQP5 that Cantonese neg-whQ 
forms one constituent. Unlike the other strong quantifiers that require an 
external licenser as discussed above (e.g. dou-quantification), such 
neg-wh-quantifiers are licensed as neg-whQ in NegQP with an internal 
licensor mou and an invisible operator Ø. Neg-whQs undergo obligatory 
and overt movements and the kind of movements trigger alternate 
interpretations between the non-existential and presupposed 
existential/sentential negation interpretations. The NegQP accounts for the 
two possible overt movements, namely the neg-whQ raising (as QR) and 
the neg-raising. 

3.1 The Structure of Neg-whQ as One Constituent 

The proposed NegQP gives the structure of any neg-whQs in Cantonese, 
where the negator mou immediately precedes the wh-phrase (e.g. bingo 
‘who’, matje ‘what’ and bindou ‘where’). It has the negator mou at its spec 
position carrying the [neg] feature, an unpronounced quantifier operator Ø 
at its head position carrying the [quant] feature and any wh-phrase as its 
complement. It accounts for all negative quantifiers, which inherit both [neg] 
and [quant] features. This structure explains how the quantifier operator 
licenses wh-phrases as indefinites, and thus how neg-whQs can be 
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decomposed into negation and an existential/indefinite element6. Both the 
non-existential and implied existential presupposition interpretations are 
allowed where neg-whQ moves to preverbal position as one constituent. 
According to Diesing7, ‘strong quantifiers’ must undergo overt quantifier 
raising (QR). I would later on consolidate my argument that neg-whQs form 
one constituent rather than simply mou in NegP attracting the wh-phrase to 
land at preverbal position, by giving data on neg-whQ constructions relating 
to a gap under long distance raising. Neg-whQs therefore belong to a kind 
of strong quantifiers, and movements (the neg-whQ raising) of such strong 
quantifiers to preverbal position involved are claimed to be overt QR. 

 
 

 
The NegQP can be further extended to a QuantP as in (16) to represent 

all quantifiers (including wh-phrases as indefinites) in Cantonese according 
to the compositions of quantifiers as explained in (17). Any classifiers, for 
example sojau ‘every’, jamho ‘any’, appear in the spec position (x in the 
below structure) or else it can be left empty; the unpronounced quantifier 
operator Ø remains as the head; and any DPs including the wh-phrases 
appear as the complement of QuantP. This can possibly explain the cases 
where wh-phrases can be raised or stay in-situ to be licensed as indefinites 
and remain in situ in interrogatives. It can also represent existential 
quantifier (e.g. jaujan) as strong quantifier that also observe overt QR. Due 
to the limitation of scope, this paper focuses only on Cantonese neg-whQs.  
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(17) Cantonese quantifiers 
Cantonese quantifiers are formed in the combination of X and Y, 

 where X is the classifier that determines whether the quantifier is 
 universal (e.g. sojau ‘every-’) or non-existential (e.g. mou ‘no-’) 
 or existential (e.g. mau ‘some-’), and Y can be any DPs modified 
 by X or any wh-phrases. 

3.2 The Overt Movements (Driven by Uninterpretable Features) 

The proposed NegQP accounts for the two possible overt movements. 
They include the neg-whQ raising (as one constituent) where dual 
interpretations (the non-existential “nothing” and the existential 
presupposition “only a few”) are preserved, and the neg-raising where only 
the non-existential (sentential negation) interpretation is preserved. 
Adopting the recent minimalist approach8, I hereby claim that the overt 
movements (Move) are motivated by matching and deleting the 
uninterpretable features in the probes and interpretable features in the goals 
under Agree. In order to get the Full Interpretation9, movements must apply 
to eliminate all uninterpretable features at interface. Following Begehelli 
and Stowell’s10 location in the functional structure of the clause of the five 
QP-types in (18), the landing site of the neg-whQ is Spec of NegP because it 
“checks [+Neg] in Spec of NegP, under agreement with the Neg-operator in 
Neg0” (p.76). 
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As illustrated in the structure in (19), the neg-whQ in NegQP inherits 

both the interpretable [Neg] and [Quant] features from the negative 
morpheme mou and the invisible quantifier operator Ø. They match with the 
two uninterpretable features [uNeg] of the probe Neg0 and [uQuant] of the 
probe v. Since the goal and the probes Match these feature sets prompt 
Agree (downward right angled arrows indicate probing throughout this 
paper). The neg-whQ then is required to undergo successive cyclic 
movements in order to satisfy the unvalued features. It cannot simply be 
referred as Chomsky’s object shift11, since such raising is restricted only to 
and even obligatory to object quantifiers in Cantonese creating SOV order. 
The overt quantifier raising observed in Cantonese is on a par with Kiss’ 
proposal12 that quantified NP in Hungarian raises. 
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Under Agree, the two possible movements, namely the neg-whQ raising 

and the neg-raising, are triggered in order to account for the dual 
interpretations. 

3.3 Neg-whQ Raising 

One possible overt movement by NegQP, which is neg-whQ raising, 
leads to the overt QR phenomenon in Cantonese where the neg-whQ raises 
as a whole to a preverbal position, as in (20). Notice that such raising is 
obligatory, because the neg-whQ staying in base generated object position 
leads to ungrammaticality in (21).   

 
(20) Ngo mou-bingoi zungji ti (wo13). 
 I    NO-WHO   LIKE   PLC 
 a. ‘I like nobody.’ / ‘I don’t like anybody.’ 
 b. ‘I like only a few people.’ 
 
(21) *Ngo zungji mou-bingo. 
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The derivation with the observing movements (upward curved arrows 
indicate movement throughout this paper) is represented in (22) as the 
following.  

 

 
 
The neg-whQ mou-bingo appears in preverbal position and makes (20) 

grammatical and yields the two possible interpretations. I follow 
Chomsky’s approaches14 that neg-whQs raise to satisfy uninterpretable and 
EPP features in order to receive the correct interpretation and the movement 
is governed by the Last Resort15 (LR). In the representation in (22), the 
[uQuant] in vP and [uNeg] in NegP match with the interpretable features in 
NegQP and force the neg-whQ to move. The neg-whQ mou-bingo inherited 
both [neg] and [quant] features as a whole undergoes successive movements 
from its base generated object position. First, it raises to [spec, vP] and 
values [uQuant] and EPP features. Then it undergoes successive cyclic 
movement to [spec, NegP] to further value [uNeg] and EPP features. At this 
point, all features are valued for the probes and they become inactive and 
drive no further syntactic operation. This structure can account for both 
OSV (the object topicalization) and the unique SOV word orders, 
depending on whether or not the subject raising from V-to-T takes place. 
Note that the negator is base generated in the Neg0 head in negated context. 
Therefore this structure can also represent neg-whQ constructions in 
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negated contexts as in (24).  
 

(23) Last Resort 
 Move F raises F to target K only if F enters into a checking 
 relation with a sublabel of K. 
 
(24) Ngo mou-bingoi  m zungji ti (wo16). 
 I    NO-WHO  NOT  LIKE   PLC 
 a. ‘I don’t like nobody.’ / ‘I don’t dislike anybody.’ (Lit. ‘There is 
  nobody, who I don’t like.’) 
 b. ‘I don’t like only a few people.’ 

3.4 Neg-Raising 

The NegQP gives rise to another possible overt movement, which is the 
neg-raising, and explains how wh-phrases in Cantonese can be licensed as 
indefinites (NPI) by the preceding negation. A definite negative 
interpretation is obtained from this movement, where only one 
interpretation is preserved as in (25).  

 
(25) Ngo moui zungji [NegQP ti bingo]. 
 I   NO   LIKE    WHO 
 ‘I don’t like anybody.’ 

 
Before any movement, the probes v and Neg0 are active carrying 

[uQuant] and [uNeg] respectively and the EPP features. The probe v Agrees 
with the invisible operator Ø in the goal NegQP and the probe Neg0 Agrees 
with the negative morpheme mou in it, therefore movements are driven to 
eliminate all uninterpretable features. The probes search down their 
c-command domain and attract the closest features under Agree. First, the 
[uQuant] and EPP features are valued with the unpronounced quantifier 
operator Ø raising out of NegQP to lands at [spec, vP], then the [uNeg] and 
EPP features are valued with the negative morpheme mou raising out of 
NegQP to lands at [spec, NegP]. All uninterpretable features are valued and 
therefore the wh-phrase bingo needs not to raise and can be licensed as NPI 
in-situ by the c-commanding mou in [spec, NegP]. These operations in 
respective sequence obey both Attract F17 and Minimal Link Condition18 
constraints.  

The syntactic operations involved are represented as follows: 
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(27) Attract F: 
 K attracts F if F is the closest feature that can enter into a 
 checking relation with a sublabel of K.  
(28) Minimal Link Condition: 
 K attracts Į only if there is no ȕ, ȕ closer to K than Į, such that K 
 attracts ȕ. 

 
The negative morpheme mou moves out of NegQP to [spec, NegP] 

position and the invisible quantifier operator Ø moves out of NegQP to 
[spec, vP] in (26), allowing the wh-phrase to stay in-situ within the NegQP. 
This creates such licenser-licensee relationship of mou and the wh-phrase 
bingo, and therefore the latter is licensed as NPI. In such constructions, the 
sentential negation interpretation is forced and only the non-existential 
interpretation remains.  

4. It is Quantifier Raising (QR) 

Quantifier Raising is parameterized between being covert (e.g. English) 
and overt (e.g. Hungarian, French and Scandinavian languages).Tthis paper 
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argues that the unique SOV structure observed with object neg-whQ in 
Cantonese is a kind of overt QR as suggested in different literatures19. In 
other languages observing overt QR, the negative or quantified objects land 
at a position preceding the vP domain. Such overt QR can be optional with 
quantified objects in Icelandic to obtain the sentential negation 
interpretation as in (29)20 and some cases (e.g. tout ‘all’ and beaucoup 
‘many’) in French, and obligatory in Hungarian as in (30)21 and some cases 
(e.g rien ‘nothing’) as in (31)22 in French.  

  
(29)   Ég hef [NegP [engine stig ]i [vP fengiõ ti]] 
  I HAVE             NO POINTS    RECEIVED 
        a. Zero-quantification: ‘I scored zero points.’ 
        b. Sentential negation: ‘I haven’t got any point yet/I haven’t  
   been judged yet.’ 
 
(30) János [minden diákot]i [VP szeretne [ha meghívná ei ]]. 

    JOHN  EVERY STUDENT WOULD:LIKE IF  INVITED:WE  
   ‘John would like if we invited every student.’ 
 

(31) a.  *Pierre n’a            [vP mangé rien]  
 b.  Pierre  n’a     [rieni  [vP mangé ti]] 
   PIERRE NEG-HAS NOTHING   EATEN 
   ‘Pierre didn’t eat anything.’ 

 
With reference to Chomsky and Huang, a syntactic movement must be 

involved if subjacency is observed in relating an element with a trace 
embedded in an island23. I hereby provide data where ungrammaticality is 
observed relating the raised neg-whQ with its trace to support my claim that 
the unique SOV structure is a consequence of syntactic movements but not 
simply dislocation. The following examples (32)-(33) illustrate how the 
optional long-distance movements are banned by the Subjacency 
Condition. 

 
 

(32) Ngo zungji [IP nei mou-matjiei m sik [NP ti]]. 
 I    LIKE   YOU  NO-WHAT NOT EAT  
 a. (Lit. ‘I like that there is nothing that you don’t eat.’) 
 b. (Lit. ‘I like that there is only a few things that you don’t eat.’) 
 
(33) *Ngo zunji mou-matjiei [IP nei ti m sik [NP ti]]. 
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It is unproblematic for the neg-whQ to stay in the subordinate clause as 
in (32). However, moving it out of the subordinate clause renders 
ungrammaticality, as in (33). According to Chomsky’s Subjacency 
Condition, an element cannot move to a position where there are two 
bounding nodes (including DP and IP) in between the target landing site and 
its base position24. There is a subjacency effect in (33) because the neg-whQ 
is crossing the two bounding nodes (NP and IP). If neg-whQ is base 
generated in the preverbal position, it would just be crossing one bounding 
node and the ungrammaticality cannot be explained. There are other cases 
as in (34) showing that optional long distance movements to a further higher 
position are not allowed where the embedded clause is overtly marked finite 
and a strong islandhood25 is observed.  

 
(34) *Ngo mou-bingoi gotdak [IP ti nei ti gin-guo  ti]. 
        I    NO-WHO  THINK    YOU MEET-ASP  
     ‘Nobodyi, I think you met himi.’ 
 
(35) Ngo mou-bingoi gotdak [IP ti nei ti gin-guo  kuii]. 
 I    NO-WHO  THINK     YOU  MEET-ASP HIM 

 
This is in accordance with May that quantifier raising is clause bound26 

and explains the ungrammaticality of (34) due to the QR constraints. It is 
not certain whether such further raising is QR or simply left dislocation 
after the obligatory QR to the preverbal position in the embedded clause. 
Even so, this can be explained by the resumptive pronoun rendering 
grammaticality in (35). If such further raising is simply left dislocation, the 
moved NP should be able to relate back to the resumptive pronoun in its 
base generated position. The ungrammaticality in (36) cannot be explained 
if the raised neg-whQ is base-generated in the preverbal position, because 
grammaticality should be expected by replacing its trace by a resumptive 
pronoun.  

 
(36) *Ngo mou-bingoi gotdak [IP ti nei kuii gin-guo]. 

5. Accounting for the Data 

In this section, I will include data on NPI licensing and WCO 
cancellation in dative and infinitival constructions.  
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5.1. Licensing NPI in Dative Constructions 

Several scholars27 discuss the licensing of wh-phrases as polarity items 
in Mandarin Chinese, and that Cantonese wh-phrases are licensed by 
negations as NPI, as in the following (as discussed above). 

 
(37) Koei mou  fatjin matje 
    HE  NO  DISCOVER WHAT 
    ‘He doesn’t discover anything.’ 

 
The proposed overt QR of the NegQP licenses another wh-phrase as NPI 

in dative constructions, where the neg-whQ is the indirect object undergone 
raising to preverbal position and the licensed wh-phrase as NPI is the direct 
object. Grammaticality is preserved after the overt and obligatory QR as in 
(39).  

 
(38) *Ngo gaaisiu bingo bei [mou-bingo]. 

      I INTRODUCE WHO TO   NO-WHO    
      ?’Who do I introduce to nobody?’ 

 
(39) Ngo [mou-bingo] gaaisiu bingo bei ti 

      I    NO-WHO INTRODUCE WHO TO 
   a.  ‘Nobody, I introduce anyone to.’ 

        b.  ‘I do not introduce anyone to anyone.’ 
 
The overt QR not only saves (38) syntactically since mou-bingo cannot 

stay in-situ, but also semantically as (39) gives the possible reading where 
the direct object bingo is licensed as NPI. The structure in (40) explains how 
the licensor-licensee relationship is preserved by overt QR. 

The neg-whQ, which originally stays inside the PP, does not c-command 
the wh-phrase as a direct obect, and (38) can only be interpreted as an 
interrogative interpretation that makes no sense. In the representation (39), 
the raised NegQP mou-bingo not only satisfies the [uQuant], [uNeg] and 
EPP features and provides grammaticality, but also creates the 
c-commanding relationship with the direct object wh-phrase bingo and 
licenses it as NPI “anything” giving rise to the possible interpretations in 
(39a, b).  
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5.2. Cancelling WCO in Infinitival Constructions 

The proposed overt QR of NegQP also cancels the WCO effect, where a 
neg-whQ is the complement of the verb within the infinitival and the 
anaphor is within the direct object of the main verb.  

 
(41) *Ngo daai [kuii aa ma] hui gin [mou-bingo]i 

     I  BRING HIS MOTHER TO MEET  NO-WHO 
   ‘I bring his*i/j mother to meet nobodyi.’ 
 

(42)  Ngo [mou-bingo]i daai [kuii aa ma] hui gin ti 
     I     NO-WHO  BRING HIS MOTHER TO MEET 

 a.  ‘Nobodyi, I bring hisi/j mother to meet.’ 
 b.  ‘There is only a few peoplei, who I bring theiri mother to  
  meet.’ 
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The construction in (41) is ungrammatical with the neg-whQ in-situ. 
Also, it observes the WCO effect when mou-bingo is co-indexed with the 
anaphor kui. However, the overt QR provides grammaticality in (42) 
cancelling WCO where mou-bingo now successfully binds the anaphor kui 
as illustrated by the representation (43). 
 

 
The neg-whQ mou-bingo as the object in the infinitival undergoes overt 

QR, first raising to [spec, vP] to value [uQuant] and satisfy the EPP features, 
then raising successively to [spec, NegP] to satisfy both [uNeg] and EPP 
features. As long as it c-commands the anaphor kui within the DP as the 
object of the matrix verb, the WCO effect is cancelled, rendering (42) 
grammatical. 

5.3. Licensing Wh-phrase as NPI in Infinitival Constructions  

Again, the proposed overt QR to neg-whQ licenses the object wh-phrase 
of the matrix verb as NPI and accounts for the declarative interpretation.  

 
(44) *Ngo daai bingo hui gin [mou-bingo] 

     I  BRING WHO  TO MEET  NO-WHO 
   ?’Who do I bring to meet nobody?’ 
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(45) Ngo [mou-bingo]i daai bingo hui gin ti 
    I     NO-WHO         BRING WHO  TO MEET 
 a.  ‘Who do I bring to meet only a few people?’ 
 b.  ‘Nobody, I bring anyone to meet.’ 
 
Example (44) is ungrammatical with the neg-whQ in-situ at the object 

position in the infinitival and allows only an interrogative interpretation 
where the wh-phrase is not licensed as NPI. The overt QR renders 
grammaticality in (45) and allows both the interrogative reading in (45a) 
and the interpretation where the direct object bingo is now licensed as NPI 
as in (45b). Moving the neg-whQ as a whole allows dual interpretations 
(nonexistential and existential presupposition) and therefore the 
interrogative interpretation of (45) is preserved. Or else, the interrogative 
reading does not make any sense (?’Who do I bring to meet nobody?’) if 
not , the neg-whQ gives the property of dual interpretations. The structure 
for (44) is similar to the one in (40) and it is not repeated again. As I 
proposed, the structure could account for the case where only the negator 
mou raises to preverbal position in (46). 

 
(46) Ngo moui daai bingo hui gin [ ti bingo] 

    I   NO  BRING WHO  TO MEET  WHO 
 a.  ‘I don’t bring anyone to meet anyone’ 
 b.  ‘Who do I not bring anyone to meet?’  
    c. ‘Who do I not bring to meet anyone?’  
 
The representation (47) explains the ambiguity of (46) due to the overt 

raising of mou from NegQP. 
With only the negator mou raising out of the NegQP, it satisfies [uNeg] 

and the EPP feature at [spec, NegP]. The quantifier operator Ø raises to 
[spec, vP] and satisfies [uQuant] and the EPP feature. The wh-phrase bingo 
needs not to raise and remains in NegQP and is licensed as NPI. In 
representation (46), the negator mou c-commands both wh-phrases bingo in 
VP1 and in NegQP. This gives rise to the declarative interpretation that both 
bingo phrases are licensed as NPIs, and the interrogative interpretations that 
either bingo is licensed as NPI while the other remains to be interrogative. 
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5.4. Summary 

Under the proposed structure, a neg-whQ undergoing obligatory and 
overt QR licenses NPI in dative and infinitival constructions, where the 
neg-whQ mou-bingo being the indirect object is c-commanding the direct 
object bingo (another wh-phrase) in the former construction; and the object 
neg-whQ in the infinitival raises and licenses the other wh-phrase as NPI in 
the later construction. In addition, it also cancels WCO in infinitival 
construction, where the object neg-whQ in the infinitival raises and binds 
the object bingo (another wh-phrase) in the matrix clause after the overt QR. 
This section explains how both the raising options account for 
grammaticality and give rise to possible interpretations (given that the 
raised neg-whQ gives both non-existential and existential presuppositional 
interpretations).  
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6. Conclusion 

This paper explains how the structure NegQP can account for the dual 
interpretations (the non-existential and the existential presuppositional 
interpretations) regarding neg-whQ constructions in Cantonese at the 
syntax-semantic interface. NegQP gives the correct structure for neg-whQs 
where the negative morpheme mou precedes the wh-phrase forming 
negative quantifiers, and explains the overt movement that is driven by the 
uninterpretable features resulting in the unique SOV word order with an 
object neg-whQ in Cantonese. In addition, it also accounts for the two 
possible movements related, namely the neg-whQ raising and the 
neg-raising. Following the recent minimalist approach, movements (QR) 
are driven by [uQuant], [uNeg] and EPP features in order to receive Full 
Interpretation. The NegQP inherits the [Neg] feature from mou in its 
specifier position and [Quant] feature from the invisible quantifier operator 
Ø in its head position, and trigger overt quantifier raising under Agree. I 
also attempted to explain the structure of all quantifiers and wh-phrases as 
indefinites under the QuantP. I conclude that neg-whQ is a kind of strong 
quantifier in Cantonese and is required to undergo overt QR to render 
grammaticality as well as the possible interpretations.  
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